
 

APPENDIX TO RULE 4123: 1-3-21 
 

Taken from  
U.S. Navy Diving Manual 

Prepared by  
National Association of Underwater Instructors 

Table 1-9.–Decompression procedures 
 

General Instructions for Air Diving 

Need for Decompression 

 
A quantity of nitrogen is taken up by the body during every dive. 

The amount absorbed depends upon the depth of the dive and the 
exposure (bottom) time. If the quantity of nitrogen dissolved in the 

body tissues exceeds a certain critical amount, the ascent must be 
delayed to allow the body tissue to remove the excess nitrogen. 

Decompression sickness results from failure to delay the ascent and to 
allow this process of gradual desaturation. A specified time at a 

specific depth for purposes of desaturation is called a decompression 
stop.  

 

No-Decompression Schedules 
 

Dives that are not long or deep enough to require decompression 
stops are no-decompression dives. Dives to 33 feet or less do not 

require decompression stops. As the depth increases, the allowable 
bottom time for no-decompression dives decreases. Five minutes at 

190 feet is the deepest no-decompression schedule. These dives are 
all listed in the No-Decompression Limits and Repetitive Group 

Designation Table for No-Decompression Dives (No-Decompression 
Table (table 1-11)), and only require compliance with the 60-feet-per-

minute rate of ascent.  
 

Schedules That Require Decompression Stops 
 

All dives beyond the limits of the No-Decompression Table 

require decompression stops. These dives are listed in the Navy 
Standard Air Decompression Table (table 1-10). Comply exactly with 

instructions except as modified by surface decompression procedures.  
 

Variations in Rate of Ascent 
 

Ascend from all dives at the rate of 60 feet per minute.  
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In the event you are unable to maintain the 60-feet-per-minute 

rate of ascent:  
(a) If the delay was at a depth greater than 50 feet: increase 

the bottom time by the difference between the time used 
in ascent and the time that should have been used at a 

rate of 60 feet per minute. Decompress according to the 
requirements of the new total bottom time.  

 
(b) If the delay was at a depth less than 50 feet: increase the 

first stop by the difference between the time used in 
ascent and the time that should have been used at the 

rate of 60 feet per minute.  
 

Repetitive Dive Procedure 
 

A dive performed within 12 hours of surfacing from a previous 

dive is a repetitive dive. The period between dives is the surface 
interval. Excess nitrogen requires 12 hours to be effectively lost from 

the body. These tables are designed to protect the diver from the 
effects of this residual nitrogen. Allow a minimum surface interval of 

10 minutes between all dives. For any interval under 10 minutes, add 
the bottom time of the previous dives to that of the repetitive dive and 

choose the decompression schedule for the total bottom time and the 
deepest dive. Specific instructions are given for the use of each table 

in the following order:  
 

(1) The No-Decompression Table or the Navy Standard Air 
Decompression Table gives the repetitive group 

designation for all schedules which may precede a 
repetitive dive.  

(2)  The Surface Interval Credit Table gives credit for the 

desaturation occurring during the surface interval.  
(3) The Repetitive Dive Timetable gives the number of minutes 

of residual nitrogen time to add to the actual bottom time 
of the repetitive dive to obtain decompression for the 

residual nitrogen.  
(4) The No-Decompression Table or the Navy Standard Air 

Decompression Table gives the decompression required for 
the repetitive dive.  

 
U.S. Navy Standard Air Decompression Table 

Instructions for Use 
 

Time of decompression stops in the table is in minutes.  



Enter the table at the exact or the next greater depth than the 

maximum depth attained during the dive. Select the listed bottom 
time that is exactly equal to or is next greater than the bottom time of 

the dive. Maintain the diver's chest as close as possible to each 
decompression depth for the number of minutes listed. The rate of 

ascent between stops is not critical for stops of 50 feet or less. 
Commence timing each stop on arrival at the decompression depth 

and resume ascent when the specified time has lapsed.  
 

For example–a dive to 82 feet for 36 minutes. To determine the 
proper decompression procedure: The next greater depth listed in this 

table is 90 feet. The next greater bottom time listed opposite 90 feet is 
40. Stop 7 minutes at 10 feet in accordance with the 90/40 schedule.  

 
For example–a dive to 100 feet for 30 minutes. It is known that 

the depth did not exceed 110 feet. To determine the proper 

decompression schedule: The exact depth of 110 feet is listed. The 
exact bottom time of 30 minutes is listed opposite 110 feet. 

Decompress according to the 110/30 schedule unless the dive was 
particularly cold or arduous. In that case, go to the schedule for the 

next deeper and longer dive, i.e., 120/40.  
 

NOTES ON DECOMPRESSION AND REPETITIVE DIVING 
PREPARED BY NAUI 

 
Decompression Sickness  

1. All scuba divers should know the cause, symptoms, 
treatment, and prevention of decompression sickness, plus 

have available the telephone number, location and method 
of transportation to the nearest chamber. Call ahead to the 

chamber to be sure it is operational.  

2. Factors which increase the likelihood of decompression 
sickness are: Extreme water temperatures, dehydration, 

age, obesity, poor physical condition, fatigue, alcoholic 
indulgence, old injuries which cause poor circulation, and 

heavy work during the dive.  
3. The most frequent errors related to the treatment of 

decompression sickness are the failure: To report symptoms 
or signs early, to treat doubtful cases, to treat promptly, to 

treat adequately, to recognize serious symptoms, and to keep 
the patient near the chamber after treatment.  

 



Decompression Tables  

4. There is no safety factor built into the U.S. Navy Standard 
Air Decompression Table.  

5. A "no decompression dive" is a dive which requires no 
decompression stops; it still causes nitrogen to go into 

solution within the body. This nitrogen must be taken into 
account as residual nitrogen in repetitive diving. The 

ascent rate of 60 feet per minute is a form of 
decompression.  

6. Bottom time starts when the diver leaves the surface and 
ends only when the diver starts a direct ascent back to the 

surface.  
7. If a dive was particularly cold or arduous, or the 

depth/time determination may be inaccurate, or some 
factor increases the likelihood of decompression sickness, 

decompress for the next deeper and longer dive.  

8 After diving, do not fly for 12 hours, or, if you must fly, 
use the tables for altitude diving (see Skin Diver Magazine, 

November 1970).  
9.  An exception to the tables occurs when a repetitive dive is 

to the same or greater depth than the previous dive and 
the surface interval is short enough that the residual 

nitrogen time from Table 11-13 is greater than the actual 
bottom time of the previous dive. In this case, add the 

actual bottom time of the previous dive to the actual 
bottom time of the repetitive dive and decompress for the 

total bottom time and deepest dive.  
10. Plan repetitive dives so that each successive dive is to a 

lesser depth. This will aid in the elimination of nitrogen and 
decrease the need for decompression stops. Always keep 

surface intervals as long as possible.  

11 Plan your dive and dive your plan; always having an alternate 
plan if the actual depth and/or time of the dive is greater than 

planned.  
 

Reasons for Repetitive Dive Planning  
12. To avoid decompression stops.  

a. Be able to use tables to compute maximum time of a 
repetitive dive without decompression stops.  

b. Be able to use tables to compute minimum surface 
interval needed to avoid decompression stops.  

13. To stay within a particular decompression schedule or 
repetitive group.  

14. To dive maximum depth or time on limited air.  



15. To make minimum decompression stops.  

16.  To make the dive and take whatever decompression stops 
are required.  

 
 

  

 
 
 



 



 

 
 



 
 
 

 



 

 

 
 

Instructions for Use 

 
I.  No-decompression limits:  

This column shows at various depths greater than 30 feet 

the allowable diving times (in minutes) which permit surfacing 
directly at 60 feet a minute with no decompression stops. Longer 

exposure times require the use of the Standard Air 
Decompression Table (table 1-10).  

 
II.  Repetitive group designation table:  

The tabulated exposure times (or bottom times) are in 
minutes. The times at the various depths in each vertical column 

are the maximum exposures during which a diver will remain 
within the group listed at the head of the column.  

 
To find the repetitive group designation at surfacing for 

dives involving exposures up to and including the no-
decompression limits: Enter the table on the exact or next 

greater depth than that to which exposed and select the listed 

exposure time exact or next greater than the actual exposure 



time. The repetitive group designation is indicated by the letter 

at the head of the vertical column where the selected exposure 
time is listed.  

 
For example: A dive was to 32 feet for 45 minutes. Enter 

the table along the 35-foot-depth line since it is next greater 
than 32 feet. The table shows that since group D is left after 40 

minutes' exposure and group E after 50 minutes, group E (at the 
head of the column where the 50-minute exposure is listed) is 

the proper selection.  
 

Exposure times for depths less than 40 feet are listed only 
up to approximately 5 hours since this is considered to be 

beyond field requirements for this table.  
 



 
 

 

Instructions for Use 
 

Surface interval time in the table is in hours and minutes (7:59 
means 7 hours and 59 minutes). The surface interval must be at least 

10 minutes.  
 

Find the repetitive group designation letter (from the previous 
dive schedule) on the diagonal slope. Enter the table horizontally to 

select the surface interval time that is exactly between the actual 
surface interval times shown. The repetitive group designation for the 

end of the surface interval is at the head of the vertical column where 
the selected surface interval time is listed. For example, a previous 



dive was to 110 feet for 30 minutes. The diver remains on the surface 

1 hour and 30 minutes and wishes to find the new repetitive group 
designation: The repetitive group from the last column of the 110/30 

schedule in the Standard Air Decompression Tables is "J." Enter the 
surface interval credit table along the horizontal line labeled "J." The 

1-hour-and-30-minute surface interval lies between the times 1:20 
and 1:47. Therefore, the diver has lost sufficient inert gas to place him 

in group "G" (at the head of the vertical column selected).  
 

"Note.–Dives following surface intervals of more than 12 hours 
are not considered repetitive dives. Actual bottom times in the 

Standard Air Decompression Tables may be used in computing 
decompression for such dives.  

 
 

 
 

Instructions for Use 

 
The bottom times listed in this table are called "residual nitrogen 

times" and are the times a diver is to consider he has already spent on 
bottom when he starts a repetitive dive to a specific depth. They are in 

minutes.  
 

Enter the table horizontally with the repetitive group designation 

from the Surface Interval Credit Table. The time in each vertical 



column is the number of minutes that would be required (at the depth 

listed at the head of the column) to saturate to the particular group.  
For example: The final group designation from the Surface Interval 

Credit Table, on the basis of a previous dive and surface interval, is 
"H." To plan a dive to 110 feet, determine the residual nitrogen time 

for this depth required by the repetitive group designation: Enter this 
table along the horizontal line labeled "H." The table shows that one 

must start a dive to 110 feet as though he had already been on the 
bottom for 27 minutes. This information can then be applied to the 

Standard Air Decompression Table or No-Decompression Table in a 
number of ways:  

(1) Assuming a diver is going to finish a job and take whatever 
decompression is required, he must add 27 minutes to his 

actual bottom time and be prepared to take decompression 
according to the 110-foot schedules for the sum or 

equivalent single dive time.  

 
(2) Assuming one wishes to make a quick inspection dive for 

the minimum decompression, he will decompress 
according to the 110/30 schedule for a dive of 3 minutes 

or less (27 + 3 = 30). For a dive of over 3 minutes but 
less than 13, he will decompress according to the 110/40 

schedule (27+13 =40).  
 

(3) Assuming that one does not want to exceed the 110/50 
schedule and the amount of decompression it requires, he 

will have to start ascent before 23 minutes of actual 
bottom time (50–27=23).  

 
(4) Assuming that a diver has air for approximately 45 

minutes bottom time and decompression stops, the 

possible dives can be computed: A dive of 13 minutes will 
require 23 minutes of decompression (110/40 schedule), 

for a total submerged time of 36 minutes. A dive of 13 to 
23 minutes will require 34 minutes of decompression 

(110/50 schedule), for a total submerged time of 47 to 57 
minutes. Therefore, to be safe, the diver will have to start 

ascent before 13 minutes or a standby air source will have 
to be provided.  

 
 



 
 



 

 

 
 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
 

All tabulated bottom times are in minutes: all 
tabulated depths are in feet  

Use of table 1-11 To find the repetitive group designation at 

surfacing for dives involving exposures up to 
and including the "no decompression limits": 

enter table 1-11 on the exact or next greater 
depth than that to which exposed, and select 

the listed exposure time exact or next greater 
than the actual exposure time. The repetitive 

group designation is indicated by the letter at 
the head of the vertical column where the 

selected exposure time is listed.  
 



Use of table 1-12 Continue the vertical motion along the straight 

line joining the repetitive group designation on 
table 1-11 to the repetitive group designation 

on table 1-12. Enter the table vertically to 
select the elapsed surface interval time. The 

new repetitive group designation for the 
surface interval is to the right of the horizontal 

column where the elapsed surface interval time 
is listed.  

Use of table 1-13 Continue the righthanded motion to enter table 
1-13 on the horizontal column to the right of 

the new repetitive group designation. The time 
in each vertical column is the number of 

minutes that would be required (at the depth 
listed at the bottom of the column) to saturate 

to the particular group.  
 


